
Case Study
Background
Duke Energy serves millions of customers in the Carolinas, the Midwest and Florida. They operate 
many off road utility trucks of various configurations and at that time they were typically all wheel 
drive in 4x4 or 6x6 configuration. Jerry Shelley (Fleet Services) Florida Division decided to try an 
initial TIREBOSS™ system on a rear drive only, 4x2 truck in June 2008.

Results
The results were fantastic. They found the mobility of the 4x2 with TIREBOSS™ was comparable to 
the 4x4’s in their fleet. In some situations, the 4x2 with TIREBOSS™ out performed the 4x4 units. 
These incredible results lead to retrofitting 4 more TIREBOSS™ systems in October the same year. 
The continued success prompted them to change their configuration and equip 10 brand new 4x2 
trucks with TIREBOSS™ in December 2008.

Jerry reflects: “The mobility and traction of the TIREBOSS™ equipped trucks have been incredible. 
They have actually pulled out other trucks stuck on the same job site. On initial purchase of new 
trucks, we save approx $20,000 by buying 4x2 with TIREBOSS™ vs buying 4x4. We save approx 
$10,000 on 6x4 TIREBOSS™ vs 6x6.”

We couldn’t be happier,” continues Jerry. “The TIREBOSS™ system has performed exceptionally 
well, no issues with the exterior hoses and the support for the system is top notch, right down to 
operator training. The drivers and field guys quickly fall in love with the system as they continue to 
be amazed at what it does for them.”

Other benefits by not purchasing all wheel drive include lower vehicle ride height, reduced vehicle 
maintenance costs (all wheel drives are expensive to maintain) and better fuel economy make 
TIREBOSS™ even more of a winner.

Today
The success of the system is undeniable. Shelley and the other divisions are so impressed that their 
preferred truck specification is 4x2 and 6x4 equipped with TIREBOSS™. TIREBOSS™ has expanded 
throughout their fleet with over 250 systems in operation in Florida, the Carolinas and the Midwest. 
Also, the system has proven to be very dependable and low maintenance. “The overall savings to 
our company have been amazing. TIREBOSS™  is one of those things after you have it, you wonder 
how you got along without it.”
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